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Smoothed Particle 
Hydrodynamics
Or how I learnt to stop worrying and love Lagrangians



SPH starts here...
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Resolution follows mass
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What this gives us: 
Advantages of SPH

✤ An exact solution to the continuity equation

✤ Resolution follows mass

✤ ZERO dissipation

✤ Advection done perfectly

✤ EXACT conservation of mass, momentum, angular 
momentum, energy and entropy

✤ A guaranteed minimum energy state



Zero dissipation - Example I.

Propagation of 
a circularly 
polarised 

Alfvén wave



Zero dissipation - example II:
Advection of a current loop

1000 crossings (Rosswog & Price 2007)

first 25 crossings

In the following section, we present additional tests of these CT algorithms where wave modes other than
the contact mode play an important role in the solution. We note in passing that the source terms described
in Section 3.1 are absolutely essential to obtain the results presented here. If they had been omitted, the field
loop disintegrates in oscillations before completing a fraction of an orbital period.

3.3.2. Circularly polarized Alfvén wave
In a recent paper Tóth [32] described a test problem involving the evolution of traveling and standing

circularly polarized Alfvén waves in a periodic domain. This test problem is interesting from the point
of view that the initial conditions are nonlinear solutions to the equations of ideal MHD. Unfortunately,
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the current density is initially singular. A more quantitative measure of the magnetic field dissipation rate is
given by the time evolution of the volume average of B2 as shown in Fig. 7. We find that the measured val-
ues (denoted by symbols) is well described by a power law (solid line) of the form B2 = A(1 ! (t/s)a) with
A = 3.463 · 10!8, s = 10.614 · 103 and a = 0.2914.

Another important indicator of the properties of the integration algorithm is the geometry of the mag-
netic field lines. Note that since the CT method evolves the interface magnetic flux (preserving $ Æ B = 0)
one may readily integrate to find the z-component of the magnetic vector potential. The magnetic field lines
presented in Fig. 8 are obtained by contouring Az. The same values of Az are used for the contours in both
the t = 0 and the t = 2 images. By t = 2 the inner most field line has dissipated. It is quite pleasing, however,
to note that the CTU + CT algorithm preserves the circular shape of the magnetic field lines, even at this
low resolution.

5.2. Circularly polarized Alfvén wave

The test problem involving the propagation of circularly polarized Alfvén waves at an oblique angle to
the grid was described in Section 3.3.2. In this subsection, we present a resolution study for both standing
and traveling Alfvén waves. The initial conditions are equivalent to those used in Section 3.3.2 only with
N = {4,8,16,32}.

As a diagnostic of the solution accuracy, we plot the in-plane component of the magnetic field, B2, per-
pendicular to the wave propagation direction, x1, in Fig. 9. These plots are constructed using the cell center
components of the magnetic field and each grid cell is included in the plots. Hence, the lack of scatter dem-
onstrates that the solutions retain their planar symmetry quite well. Fig. 9 includes the solutions at time
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Fig. 7. Plot of the volume averaged magnetic energy density B2 as a function of time. The solid line is a power law curve fit to the data
points denoted by the symbols.

Fig. 8. Magnetic field lines at t = 0 (left) and t = 2 (right) using the CTU + CT integration algorithm.
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(Gardiner & Stone 2005)

SPH grid

2 crossings (Gardiner & Stone 2005)



Zero dissipation...
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From density to hydrodynamics

Here we assume that density is differentiable
and that the entropy does not change



Zero dissipation...

...so we have to 
add some



Must treat EVERY discontinuity

Viscosity
+

Conductivity



Must treat discontinuities 
properly...

This issue has nothing to do with the instability itself
It is related to the treatment of the contact discontinuity

Viscosity only Viscosity + conductivity

Agertz et al. 2007, Price 2008 and too many others



dissipation terms need to be explicitly added





The key is a good switch

Inviscid SPH 3

Figure 2. As Fig. 1, but for SPH with standard (! = 1) or Morris & Mon-
aghan (1997) artificial viscosity, as well as our new method (only every fifth
particle is plotted). Also shown are the undamped wave (solid) and lower-
amplitude sinusoidals (dashed). Only with our method the wave propagates
undamped, very much like SPH without any viscosity, as in Fig. 1.

by !̄ij = (!i + ! j)/2, and set " ! !̄ij. The individual viscosities are
adapted according to the di!erential equation

!̇i = (!min " !i)/#i + Si (7)

with the velocity-based source term

Si = max
!
" !·!i, 0

"
. (8)

and the decay time3

#i = hi/(2$ci). (9)

Here, !min = 0.1 constitutes a lower limit for the artificial viscos-
ity such that !i = !min for non-convergent flows. For a convergent
flow, on the other hand, !i grows above that value, guaranteeing the
proper treatment of shocks. In the post-shock region, the flow is no
longer convergent and !i decays back to !min on the time scale #i
(typically $ = 0.1 " 0.2). This method reduces the artificial viscos-
ity away from shocks by an order of magnitude compared to stan-
dard SPH and gives equally accurate post and pre-shock solutions
(Morris & Monaghan 1997).

More recently, Rosswog, Davies, Thielemann & Piran (2000)
proposed to alter the adaption equation (7) to4

!̇i = (!min " !i)/#i + (!max " !i) Si (10)

with !max = 1.5, while Price (2004) advocated !max = 2. The e!ect
of this alteration is first to prevent !i to exceed !max and second to
increase !̇i for small !i, which ensures a faster viscosity growth,
resulting in somewhat better treatment of shocks (Price 2004). This
method may also be combined with the Balsara switch by applying
the reduction factor (6) either to "ij (Rosswog et al. 2000) or to Si
(Morris & Monaghan 1997; Wetzstein et al. 2009).

The scheme of equations (8), (9) and (10) with !min = 0.1,
!max = 2 and $ = 0.1 is the current state of the art for SPH and
is implemented in the codes phantom (by Daniel Price) and vine
(Wetzstein et al. 2009). In sections 4 and 5, we will frequently com-
pare our novel scheme (to be described below) with this method and
refer to it as the ‘M&Mmethod’ or the ‘Price (2004) version of the
M&M method’ as opposed to the ‘original M&M method’, which
uses equation (7) instead of (10).

3 The factor 2 in the denominator of equation (9) accounts for the dif-
ference in the definition of the smoothing length h between us and
Morris & Monaghan (1997).
4 This is equivalent to keeping (7) but multiplying the source term (8) by
(!max " !), which is what Rosswog et al. actually did.

2.4 Critique of the M&Mmethod

The M&M method certainly constitutes a large improvement over
standard SPH, but low-viscosity flows, typical for many astrophys-
ical fluids, are still inadequately modelled. After studying this and
related methods in detail, we identify the following problems.

First, any !min > 0 results in unwanted dissipation, for example
of sound waves (see Fig. 2) or stellar pulsations (see §4.4), yet the
M&M method requires !min # 0.1. This necessity has been estab-
lished by numerous tests (most notably of Price 2004) and is under-
stood to originate from the requirement to ‘maintain order amongst
the particles away from shocks’ (Morris & Monaghan 1997).

Second, there is a delay between the peak in the viscosity !
and the shock front (see Fig. 3): the particle viscosities are still
rising when the shock arrives. One reason for this lag is that inte-
grating the di!erential equation (10) increases !i too slowly: the
asymptotic value

!s =
!min + !max Si#i

1 + Si#i
(11)

is hardly ever reached before the shock arrives (and Si decreases).
Third, the source term (8) does not distinguish between pre-

and post-shock regions: for a symmetrically smoothed shock it
peaks at the exact shock position (in practice the peak occurs one
particle separation in front of the shock, Morris & Monaghan 1997,
see also Fig. 3). However, immediately behind the shock (or more
precisely the minimum of !·!), the (smoothed) flow is still con-
verging and hence ! continues to increase without need. A further
problem is the inability of the source term (8) to distinguish be-
tween velocity discontinuities and convergent flows.

Finally, in strong shear flows the estimation of the velocity di-
vergence !·!, needed in (8), often su!ers from substantial errors
(see Appendix B1 for the reason), driving artificial viscosity with-
out need. This especially compromises simulations of di!erentially
rotating discs even when using the Balsara switch.

3 A NOVEL ARTIFICIAL VISCOSITY SCHEME

Our aim is a method which overcomes all the issues identified in
§2.4 above and in particular gives !i $ 0 away from shocks. To this
end, we introduce a new shock indicator in §3.1, a novel technique
for adapting !i in §3.2, and a method to suppress false compression
detections due to the presence of strong shear in §3.3.

3.1 A novel shock indicator

We need a shock indicator which not only distinguishes shocks
from convergent flows, but, unlike !·!, also discriminates between
pre- and post-shock regions. This requires (at least) a second-order
derivative of the flow velocity and we found the total time deriva-
tive of the velocity divergence, !̇·! % d(!·!)/dt, to be most useful.
As is evident from di!erentiating the continuity equation,

"!̇·! = d2 ln %/dt2, (12)

!̇·! < 0 indicates an non-linear density increase and a steepen-
ing of the flow convergence, as is typical for any pre-shock region.
Conversely, in the post-shock region !̇·! > 0. This suggests to
consider only negative values and, in analogy with equation (8), we
define the new shock indicator

Ai = &i max
!
" !̇·!i, 0

"
. (13)

Switch for artificial viscosity: Cullen & Dehnen (2010)

6 Lee Cullen &Walter Dehnen

Figure 6. Steepening of a 1D sound wave: velocity and viscosity param-
eter vs. position for standard SPH, the M&M method, our new scheme,
and Godunov particle hydrodynamics of first and second order (GPH,
Cha & Whitworth 2003), each using 100 particles per wavelength. The solid
curve in the top panel is the solution obtained with a high-resolution grid
code.

4 VISCOSITY SUPPRESSION TESTS

We now present some tests of low-Mach-number flows, where pre-
vious methods give too much unwanted dissipation.

4.1 Sound-wave steepening

The steepening of sound waves is a simple example demonstrat-
ing the importance of distinguishing between converging flows and
shocks. As the wave propagates, adiabatic density and pressure os-
cillations result in variations of the sound speed, such that the den-
sity peak of the wave travels faster than the trough, eventually try-
ing to overtake it and forming a shock.

In our test, a 1D sound wave with a velocity amplitude 10% of
the sound speed is used (ideal gas with ! = 1.4). Fig. 6 compares
the velocity field at the moment of wave steepening for various SPH
schemes, each using 100 particles, with a high-resolution grid sim-
ulation. The new method resolves the shock better than the M&M
scheme, let alone standard SPH.

In Fig. 6, we also show results from GPH (Godunov-type par-
ticle hydrodynamics, Cha & Whitworth 2003), which di!ers from
SPH by using the pressure P!, found by solving the Riemann prob-
lem between particle neighbours, in the momentum and energy
equations and avoids the need for explicit artificial viscosity. This
substitution does not a!ect the energy or momentum conservation
(Cha 2002), and indeed we find that both are well conserved. While
the first-order GPH scheme is comparable to standard SPH and also
to an Eulerian Godunov grid code using the same Riemann solver
without interpolation (not shown), the second-order GPH scheme
resolves the discontinuity almost as well as our novel method.

4.2 1D converging flow test

Similar to sound-wave steepening, this test requires good treatment
of convergent flows and weak shocks. The initial conditions are
uniform pressure and density and a continuous flow velocity

" =

!"""""""""""#
"""""""""""$

4(1 + x)"a "1.00 < x < "0.75,
"a "0.75 < x < "0.25,
"4x"a "0.25 < x < 0.25,
""a 0.25 < x < 0.75,
4(1 " x)"a 0.75 < x < 1.00.

(20)

Figure 7. A 1D converging flow test with initially constant density and
pressure and velocities given by equation (20) using an adiabatic equation
of state with ! = 1.4. Top: run for "a = 1 at t = 0.3; bottom: run for
"a = 2 at t = 0.1. The solid lines are the result of a high-resolution Eulerian
grid-code simulation.

As there is no analytical solution, we compare the results to a high-
resolution grid-code simulation. We run tests for "a = 1 and "a = 2
as shown in the top and bottom panels of Fig. 7.

While the M&M switch certainly improves upon standard
SPH, it still over-smoothes the velocity profile as the viscosity is
increased before a shock has formed. This is particularly evident in
the velocity profile of the "a = 2 case (bottom) near x = 0. The
new switch keeps the viscosity low, in the "a = 2 case an order
of magnitude lower than the M&M method. In fact, the agreement
between our method and the high-resolution grid code is as good
as one can possibly expect at the given resolution, in particular the
velocity plateau and density amplitude around x = 0 in the "a = 2
case (bottom) are correctly modelled.



What this gives us: 
Advantages of SPH

✤ An exact solution to the continuity equation

✤ Resolution follows mass

✤ ZERO dissipation

✤ Advection done perfectly

✤ EXACT conservation of mass, momentum, angular 
momentum, energy and entropy

✤ A guaranteed minimum energy state



Exact conservation: Advantages

Orbits are 
orbits... even 
when they’re 
not aligned 

with any 
symmetry axis.



Exact conservation: Disadvantages

✤ Calculations keep going, even when they’re screwed up...

Orszag-Tang Vortex in MHD (c.f. Price & Monaghan 2005, Rosswog & Price 2007, Price 2010)

In SPH,
“screwing it up” => NOISE

In grid codes,
“screwing it up” => CRASH



What this gives us: 
Advantages of SPH

✤ An exact solution to the continuity equation

✤ Resolution follows mass

✤ ZERO dissipation

✤ Advection done perfectly

✤ EXACT conservation of mass, momentum, angular 
momentum, energy and entropy

✤ A guaranteed minimum energy state



The minimum energy state

The “grid” in SPH...



SPH gradients 101
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What happens to a random 
particle arrangement?

SPH particles
know how to stay 

regular
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Why better gradients are a bad idea

Corollary: Better to use a 
worse but conservative 

gradient operator

Improving the gradient operator 
leads to WORSE results
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LAGRANGIAN!

Abel 2010, Price 2012



Corollary: Need positive pressures

MHD
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This is known as the 
tensile instability in 

SPH: occurs when net 
stress is negative



Smoothed Particle Magnetohydrodynamics
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Compromise approach gives stability

Subtract 
�B(⇥ ·B)

from MHD force: 

Stable but 
nonconservative

Børve, Omang & Trulsen (2001)



2D shock tube

✤ intrinsic “remeshing” 
of particles



Why you cannot use “more neighbours”: 
The pairing instability

Nneigh should 
NOT be a free 

parameter!

i.e., cannot just increase the 
ratio of smoothing length to 
particle spacing with the B-

spline kernels

pairing occurs for > 65 neighbours for the cubic spline in 3D

STOP



2D shock tube: M6 quintic

✤ use smoother M6 
quintic kernel - 
truncated at 3h instead 
of 2h (NOT the same as 
“more neighbours” 
with the cubic spline)

✤ Resolution length 
given by different 
kernels scales with 
standard deviation of 
the kernel (Dehnen & 
Aly 2012, Leroy & 
Violeau 2013)



Pairing + Wendland kernels

✤ pairing depends on Fourier transform of the kernel

✤ Wendland Kernels: Fourier transform positive definite, hence no 
pairing, but are always biased

✤ B-splines: Fourier transform changes sign, pairing occurs at large 
neighbour number, but errors much smaller than Wendland for same 
number of neighbours

Dehnen & Aly (2012)



How to stop worrying 
and love Lagrangians
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ADD PHYSICS

CHANGE SOMETHING HERE



Example I: Variable h

✤ nonlinear equation for h, rho

✤ requires iterative solution

✤ can solve to arbitrary precision
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Example II: Hyperbolic divergence cleaning
Dedner et al. 2002, Price & Monaghan 2005, Tricco & Price 2012
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Divergence cleaning (not from 
Lagrangian)Author's personal copy

servative formulation remains stable and continues to reduce the divergence error throughout the domain (bottom row of
Fig. 4 and right panel of Fig. 5).

5.3. Static cleaning test: free boundaries

A further variant of the divergence advection test we consider replaces the periodic boundaries by a free boundary, since
many applications of SPMHD involve free boundaries (e.g. the merger of two neutron stars [36], or studies of galaxy inter-
actions [15,16]).

5.3.1. Setup
The setup is identical to the divergence advection problem (Section 5.1) with r0 ! 1=

!!!
8
p

, except that the domain is a cir-
cular area of fluid with q ! 1 for r 6 1 and q ! 0 (no particles) for r > 1, set up using a total of 1976 particles placed on a
cubic lattice. The divergence perturbation is introduced at the centre of the circle, and the velocity field is set to zero. Rather
than impose an external confining potential, we solve only Eqs. (16) and (17) without the full MHD equations, as in Section
5.2.

5.3.2. Results
Fig. 6 shows the results of purely hyperbolic cleaning (r ! 0) for this case. As in Fig. 4, the top row shows the uncon-

strained and non-conservative difference/difference formulation, while the bottom row shows results using the conservative
difference/symmetric combination. Similar results are also found in this case, with divergence errors piling up at the free
boundary in the non-conservative formulation leading to numerical instability, but our constrained formulation remaining
stable.

5.4. 2D Blast wave in a magnetised medium

We now turn to tests that are more representative of the dynamics encountered in typical astrophysical simulations,
beginning with a blast wave expanding in a magnetised medium. In this case the initial magnetic field is divergence-free,
meaning that the only divergence errors are those created by numerical errors during the course of a simulation – rather
than the artificial errors we have induced in the previous tests. Based on the results from the previous tests, in this and sub-
sequent tests we apply cleaning only using constrained, energy-conserving formulations – that is, with conjugate operators
for r " B and rw. We use this problem to the examine the effectiveness of the divergence cleaning in the presence of strong
shocks, as well as to investigate whether cleaning should be performed using the difference or symmetric r " B operator. As
with the divergence advection test, a key goal is to find optimal values for the damping parameter r.

5.4.1. Setup
The implementation of the blast wave follows that of Londrillo and Del Zanna [18]. The domain is a unit square with peri-

odic boundaries, set up with 512# 590 particles on a hexagonal lattice with q ! 1. The fluid is at rest with magnetic field
Bx ! 10. The pressure of the fluid is set to P ! 1, with c ! 1:4, except a region in the centre of radius 0:125 has its pressure
increased by a factor of 100 by increasing its thermal energy. An adiabatic equation of state is used.

Fig. 5. Maximum values of r " B (difference) for the density jump test for the non-conservative formulation (left) and the new constrained divergence
cleaning (right). The interaction between the divergence waves and the density jump for the non-conservative formulation is unstable, for both damped and
undamped cleaning. Constrained divergence cleaning remains stable across the density jump, with damped cleaning reducing r " B as in previous tests.
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Example II: Divergence cleaning
Price & Monaghan 2005, Tricco & Price 2012
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Magnetic jets from young stars
Tricco & Price 2012, Price, Tricco & Bate 2012

this explodes without divergence cleaning!



Conclusions

✤ Lagrangian approach gives a powerful way of both deriving 
and understanding SPH formulations

✤ Both advantages and disadvantages of SPH can be 
understood in this context



Summary: Advantages and 
disadvantages of SPH

✤ Resolution follows mass
✤ Zero dissipation until explicitly added
✤ Exact and simultaneous conservation of all physical quantities is 

possible
✤ Intrinsic remeshing procedure
✤ Does not crash

Advantages:

Disadvantages:
✤ Resolution follows mass
✤ Dissipation terms must be explicitly added to treat discontinuities
✤ Exact conservation means linear errors are worse
✤ Need to be careful with effects from particle remeshing
✤ Does not crash


